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Structure of ordered coaxial and scroll nanotubes:
general approach
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The explicit formulas for atomic coordinates of multiwalled coaxial and

cylindrical scroll nanotubes with ordered structure are developed on the basis of

a common oblique lattice. According to this approach, a nanotube is formed by

transfer of its bulk analogue structure onto a cylindrical surface (with a circular

or spiral cross section) and the chirality indexes of the tube are expressed in the

number of unit cells. The monoclinic polytypic modifications of ordered coaxial

and scroll nanotubes are also discussed and geometrical conditions of their

formation are analysed. It is shown that tube radii of ordered multiwalled

coaxial nanotubes are multiples of the layer thickness, and the initial turn radius

of the orthogonal scroll nanotube is a multiple of the same parameter or its half.

1. Introduction

The development of multiwalled nanotube structural models

has been carried out since the discovery of nanotubes in the

1950s. Long-term research has led to two approaches to the

description of tube structure. According to the first approach,

which was established by the pioneers of this field (Pauling,

1930; Warren et al., 1931; Aruja, 1943; Bates et al., 1950;

Padurow, 1950; Whittaker, 1951, 1952, 1953; Noll & Kircher,

1951, 1952; Amelinckx et al., 1996), a nanotube is formed by

transferring the layer structure of the bulk analogue (carbon

nanotube versus graphite, SnS2 nanotube versus berndtite, SnS

versus herzenbergite, WS2 nanotube versus tungstenite) onto a

cylindrical surface with a circular or spiral cross section

(Fig. 1). The authors of the first approach have often used a

rectangular non-primitive unit cell for the description of the

nanotube structure. However, this approach has some limita-

tions. The application of a non-primitive unit cell for

constructing a seamless cylinder or a scroll could lead to the

loss of some of the possible geometrical arrangements of

atoms in a tube.

The second approach, which was developed after Iijima’s

(1991) discovery of carbon nanotubes, has been expanded

only within structures with hexagonal symmetry (Hamada et

al., 1992; Saito et al., 1998; Amelinckx et al., 1999; Qin, 2006).

However, it is hard to expect that all nanotubes will have

hexagonal structure. For example, there are some reports

about the synthesis of mixed-layer SnS/SnS2 nanotubes with

SnS layers having an orthorhombic structure (Hong et al.,

2003; Radovsky et al., 2011). It is evident that in this case the

chiral indexes, radius and chiral angle of a tube should be

expressed in units of basis vectors of an orthorhombic, not a

hexagonal, system. Consequently, these two approaches differ

by the choice of the unit cell.

There is work (Bandura & Evarestov, 2009) that unites both

presented approaches by implementing a universal oblique
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cell in the layer plane for single-walled nanotube formation.

The authors also suggested that their procedure is appropriate

both for single- and multiwalled nanotubes, even though, in

the particular case of multiwalled carbon nanotubes, addi-

tional requirements for nanotube formation exist (Zhang et

al., 1993; Bernaerts et al., 1998). Bandura & Evarestov (2009)

did not discuss these peculiarities of multiwalled nanotube

structure. In the common case of ordered multiwalled coaxial

nanotubes with an arbitrary (but known) structure of the

layer, as we will show in the present work, the list of additional

requirements increases.

Despite the fact that there are a lot of articles associated

with different aspects of scroll nanotube synthesis (Xie et al.,

2009; Cheng et al., 2014; Zhao et al., 2014) and structure

(Jagodzinski & Kunze, 1954; Whittaker, 1955b; Yada, 1967,

1971; Yada & Iishi, 1977; DeVouard & Baronnet, 1995;

Amelinckx et al., 1996; Khalitov et al., 2015), explicit formulas

for coordinates of the atoms (similar to coaxial or bulk crystal

cases) are absent. An exception to this is the work of the

present authors, which was dedicated to the special case of

nanotubes having rectangular unit cells and small chiral angles

(Nasyrov et al., 2010). There is also work (Enyashin & Seifert,

2005) associated with scroll nanotube formation where atomic

coordinates of nanorolls are determined by a recursion

procedure. However, the presented method has some disad-

vantages: for structural analysis it is more convenient to deal

with atomic coordinates which are determined only by the

number of the atom not by the coordinates of the previous

atom.

The aim of this article is to develop a general approach for

describing the structure of ordered multiwalled chiral

coaxial and cylindrical scroll nanotubes, which will be based

on a flat, oblique unit cell and chirality indexes expressed in

the units of these cells. It is impossible to define a classic three-

dimensional unit cell in cylindrical crystals because of uncer-

tainty of the basis vector c. Therefore, a two-dimensional

primitive unit cell (parallelogram) covers all structural cases

and defines all possible geometrical arrangements of the

atoms in the tube without loss. The definition ‘ordered

nanotube’ means both regularity of the lattice on each layer

and relative stacking of the layers. As opposed to conventional

layered crystals, in nanotubes an interlayer ordering in a

circumferential direction has a specific character. The unit

cells of adjacent layers of a nanotube are unable to have equal

relative positions in the circumferential direction because of

the difference in curvature radius between these layers.

Nevertheless, homological nodes of the adjacent layers are

situated according to a certain law.

The planar layer of the bulk analogue can be considered as

a development of the nanotube layer, which is oriented rela-

tive to the tube axis in a certain way (Fig. 2a). The existence of

the tube axis, which can be treated as a reference direction,

allows us to unambiguously define the positions of the main

axes. Let us define the basis vectors of the lattice (see

Appendix A for a list of the main parameters used in this

paper) in such a way that the b vector has the direction that is

closest to the cross-sectional plane of the tube. Consequently,

the chiral angle "c can be defined as the angle between the b

vector and this plane (Fig. 2a). The assumed positions of the

main axes provide the interplanar spacings definition and

diffraction spots notation that are similar to those of the bulk

analogues of the nanotubes, from which the pioneering

research in the field of cylindrical crystals began (Whittaker,

1954; Amelinckx et al., 1996).

Let us define the two coordinate systems, which are tilted

relative to each other by a chiral angle, in the nanotube’s

surface developed onto a plane: the system {a, b} that is

defined by the crystallographic basis and the rectangular {�, z}

system where the z axis is parallel to the axis of the tube (Figs.

1a and 2a). The position of the atom is defined by the vector

rnvj ¼ rnv þ rj, where rnv ¼ naþ vb is the vector of the plane

lattice, j is the unit number of the atom in the unit cell. The

vector rj defines the position of the atom in the projection of
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Figure 2
(a) The position of the planar layer relative to the tube axis z. (b) The
determination of the circumferential coordinate of the atom.

Figure 1
The transfer of the layer structure onto a cylindrical surface with (a) a
circular and (b) a spiral cross section (the layer plane with coordinate
systems {a, b} and {�, z}, which is tangent to the surface at the point ’ = 0,
is indicated by the blue colour).



the unit cell on a plane, and has xj and yj components in the a

and b basis. These components are similar to the coordinates

of the corresponding atoms in the unit cell of the bulk

analogue. Consequently, the analytic formulas that perform

the transformation of the initial {a, b} coordinate system

towards the new {�, z} system depend on their relative posi-

tions (i.e. depend on the algebraic sign of the chiral angle "c).

For example, the transformation {a, b} ! {�, z} in Fig. 2(a)

corresponds to a clockwise rotation and therefore the chiral

angle "c is smaller than zero ("c < 0). It is more convenient to

deal with the absolute value of the chiral angle, and for this

reason we present the sign in the explicit form. Consequently,

the atomic positions in the system {�, z} are

�nvj ¼ ðanþ xjÞ cosð� � "cÞ þ ðbvþ yjÞ cos "c

znvj ¼ ðanþ xjÞ sinð� � "cÞ � ðbvþ yjÞ sin "c;

�
ð1Þ

where the lower sign corresponds to the clockwise transfor-

mation, and the upper sign to the anticlockwise transforma-

tion.

Contrary to coaxial nanotubes, in cylindrical scroll nano-

tubes the surface normal does not coincide with the radial

direction in the cylindrical coordinate system. However, in the

case of real nanotube radii this difference is so small that it

might be neglected. One should choose an appropriate

reference level for zj coordinate determination. It is conve-

nient to choose the origin of the unit cell on the reference

radial level, where the circumferential length of the cell

remains unaltered after bending of the layer (Whittaker, 1954;

Baronnet et al., 1994; DeVouard & Baronnet, 1995; Nasyrov et

al., 2010). This level, for example, corresponds to the level of

the metal sheet in the chrysotile and WS2 nanotubes; the x and

y coordinates are determined on this reference level. Cylind-

rical bending produces expansion or compression of the

circumferential coordinate of the atom on the other radial

levels of the cell. Nevertheless, as can be seen later, this

circumferential coordinate of the atom in the unit cell is

presented in relation to its radial position in the cylindrical

coordinate system. To illustrate this statement, let the y

coordinate of the planar layer correspond to the circumfer-

ential direction. The reference level of the unit cell is

presented in Fig. 2(b) by the dashed line, �m is the radius of

the corresponding mth layer, �mj is the radius of the jth

atom in the unit cell, ymj is the circumferential coordinate

of the jth atom in the unit cell and yj is the corresponding

atomic coordinate in the unit cell of the bulk analogue.

According to this figure, it is evident that ymj/�mj = yj/�m. The

obtained relation allows us to use the atomic coordinates

of the bulk analogue for nanotube structure formation. The

z axis coincides with the axis of the nanotube and, therefore,

the second equation in (1) determines the z coordinates

of the atoms. The transfer of the bulk analogue structure

onto a cylindrical surface is performed by equating the length

�nvj to the circumference of a circle (for coaxial nanotubes)

or to the length of a spiral turn (for cylindrical scroll nano-

tubes).

2. Structure of ordered multiwalled coaxial nanotubes

The relative positions of the layers in multiwalled coaxial

nanotubes do not depend on each other. Therefore, interlayer

shift determines all possible relative positions of the layers.

Consequently, circumferential and longitudinal ordering are a

polytypes issue and the clear examination of this question is

not included in the aims of the presented work. In summary,

only certain aspects of ordering in coaxial chiral nanotubes

will be studied: namely, the radial packing of the layers,

allowed chiral angles (chiral indexes) and regularity of the

lattice on each layer.

The problem of radial packing arises from the requirements

of close packing of adjacent layers in a multiwalled coaxial

chiral nanotube and continuity of the lattice on each seamless

tube. Whittaker first discussed the issue of close packing in a

coaxial multiwalled nanotube with arbitrary parameters in the

1950s. He mentioned that the layers of a tube must have small

imperfections (Whittaker, 1955a), and a perfect lattice is

formed only when the relation 2�d/b (d is the layer thickness)

is integer (Whittaker, 1954). Zhang et al. (1993) and Bernaerts

et al. (1998) also treated the problem of close packing of the

layers in tubes with hexagonal structure. They have achieved

the conditions for close packing of the layers in a multiwalled

coaxial carbon nanotube, but additional requirements for the

tube radii were determined incompletely.

The results of the works presented above have shown that

an ordered coaxial nanotube is formed only when special

structural conditions are satisfied. In this paper, we will

determine these conditions in terms of a selected general

approach.

2.1. Ordered single-walled nanotube

Let �nvj from equation (1) equate to the circumference of a

circle with radius �0:
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Figure 3
The definition of the chiral indexes for the right-handed (a) and left-
handed (b) nanotubes.



�nvj ¼ �0’! ’nvj ¼
1

�0

�
ðanþ xjÞ cosð� � "cÞ

þ ðbvþ yjÞ cos "c

�
:

Consequently, the atomic coordinates of the ordered single-

walled chiral nanotube in the cylindrical system {�, ’, z} are

�0j ¼ �0 þ zj

’nvj ¼
1
�0
ðanþ xjÞ cosð� � "cÞ þ ðbvþ yjÞ cos "c

� �
znvj ¼ ðanþ xjÞ sinð� � "cÞ � ðbvþ yjÞ sin "c:

8<
: ð2Þ

Fig. 3 represents the left- and right-handed single-walled chiral

nanotubes and their developments. The handedness of the

nanotube is determined by the nodal lines with n = const (v

parameter increment direction). From Fig. 3 it is clearly seen

that these lines form the right-handed helices if "c < 0 (Fig. 3a)

and left-handed helices if "c > 0 (Fig. 3b). Consequently, from

Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 3 it follows that the transformation {a, b}!

{�, z} corresponds to clockwise rotation in right-handed tubes

and to anticlockwise rotation in left-handed tubes. Therefore,

the upper signs in equations (1) and (2) are attributed to the

left-handed nanotube, and the lower signs to the right-handed

nanotube. The presented definition of handedness is similar to

the conventional one for carbon nanotubes (Bernaerts et al.,

1996), if a traditional primitive unit cell is chosen.

A seamless single-walled nanotube can be formed by rolling

a single sheet around the z axis, which is perpendicular to

any lattice vector (chiral vector) r0
sp ¼ �s0aþ p0b (Fig. 3).

According to this procedure, endpoints of the segment r0
sp are

superposed. The constructed single-walled chiral nanotube

has the chiral indexes (s0, p0) that are defined in the unit-cell

parameters. Such indexes have an apparent meaning: p0 is the

number of lattice nodes on the turn of the nodal line with n =

const, and s0 is the number of lattice nodes that determine the

pitch of this line along the nodal row with v = const.

Trigonometric functions can be derived from the scalar

products of corresponding vectors (Fig. 3):

cos "c ¼
p0b� s0a cos �

2��0

; cosð� � "cÞ ¼
p0b cos � � s0a

2��0

;

sin "c ¼
s0a sin �

2��0

; sinð� � "cÞ ¼
p0b sin �

2��0

;

2��0 ¼ r0
sp ¼ ðs0aÞ

2
� 2s0p0ab cos � þ ðp0bÞ

2
� �1=2

: ð3Þ

By plugging equation (3) into equation (2) we get the atomic

coordinates of the ordered single-walled chiral nanotube with

the chiral indexes (s0, p0):

�0j ¼ �0 þ zj

’nvj ¼
1

2��2
0

�
ðanþ xjÞðp0b cos � � s0aÞ

þðbvþ yjÞðp0b� s0a cos �Þ
�

znvj ¼
sin �
2��0
ðanþ xjÞp0b� ðbvþ yjÞs0a
� �

:

8>>><
>>>:

ð4Þ

2.2. Ordered multiwalled coaxial nanotube

A close-packed ordered multiwalled nanotube can be

treated as a set of coaxial cylinders with radii being terms of

arithmetic progression:

�m ¼ �0 þmd; ð5Þ

where �0 is the inner radius of a tube, d the layer thickness and

m the unit number of the layer that begins from zero. In the

same way as in the previous section, one can define the

magnitude of the chiral vector for each cylinder and the

corresponding trigonometric functions:

rm
sp ¼ 2��m ¼ ðsmaÞ

2
� 2smpmab cos � þ ðpmbÞ

2
� �1=2

;

cos "cm ¼
pmb� sma cos �

2��m

;

cosð� � "cmÞ ¼
pmb cos � � sma

2��m

sin "cm ¼
sma sin �

2��m

; sinð� � "cmÞ ¼
pmb sin �

2��m

; ð6Þ

where sm and pm are the chiral indexes of the mth layer (sm,

pm). The formulas (4)–(6) allow us to deduce the atomic

coordinates of the multiwalled coaxial nanotube:

�mj ¼ �m þ zj

’mnvj ¼
1

2��2
m

�
ðanþ xjÞðpmb cos � � smaÞ

þðbvþ yjÞðpmb� sma cos �Þ
�
þ "m

zmnvj ¼
sin �
2��m
ðanþ xjÞpmb� ðbvþ yjÞsma
� �

þ�zm;

8>>><
>>>:

ð7Þ

where "m and �zm are the circumferential and longitudinal

shift of the mth layer relative to the common reference point,

respectively.

Fig. 4(a) shows the three-dimensional representations of

the orthogonal nanotube ("m = 0, �zm = 0) development,

consisting of several layers. Fig. 4(b) reveals the border

regions of layer developments with the m (red lines) and
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Figure 4
(a) The developments of the orthogonal chiral nanotube layers. (b) The
border regions of the adjacent layers developed onto a plane.



(m + 1) (yellow lines) index numbers of the same tube. The

chiral vectors rm
sp, that are also shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), are

parallel to each other, because all of them are perpendicular to

the same tube axis. From equation (5) it follows that the

circumference of the circle Lm and therefore the magnitude of

the corresponding chiral vector increase by the same value

2�d when passing from one layer to another:

Lm ¼ 2��m ¼ 2��0 þ 2�dm! Lmþ1 � Lm ¼ 2�d:

The value 2�d is the length of the so-called ‘unit’ circle with

the radius d. Consequently, the magnitudes of the chiral

vectors can be expressed as

rm
sp ¼ Lm ¼ 2��0 þ 2�dm ¼ r0

sp þmrsp; r0
sp ¼ 2��0;

rsp ¼ 2�d: ð8Þ

Chiral vectors are parallel to each other and, therefore, the

simple vector equality can be written as

rm
sp ¼ r0

sp þmrsp; ð9Þ

where rsp is the vector with the magnitude given in (8). This

vector is parallel to the chiral vector.

From equation (9) it follows that the vector rsp ¼ �saþ pb

is also the lattice vector with the magnitude

rsp ¼ ½ðsaÞ
2
� 2spab cos � þ ðpbÞ

2
�
1=2
¼ 2�d: ð10Þ

It turns out that the existence of the lattice vector with

magnitude equal to the length of the ‘unit’ circle is necessary

for seamless multiwalled coaxial nanotube formation. If an

appropriate value of � is chosen, expression (10) transforms to

another condition achieved for close-packed multiwalled

carbon nanotubes (Bernaerts et al., 1998).

The chiral vectors’ parallelism also leads to the vector

equality

rm
sp ¼ �mr0

sp;

where �m parameters can be found from equation (8):

�m ¼ 1þ
d

�0

m ! rm
sp ¼ r0

sp þ
d

�0

r0
spm: ð11Þ

By comparing equations (9) and (11), one can achieve

rsp ¼
d

�0

r0
sp ! �saþ pb ¼ �

d

�0

s0aþ
d

�0

p0b; ð12Þ

or, after expanding equation (12) in components,

s0 ¼ s �0

d

p0 ¼ p �0

d

�
! �0 ¼ m0d; ð13Þ

where m0 is an integer in general. The achieved result

[equation (13)] means that the ordered coaxial chiral lattice

should be multiple. In other words, the inner radius of the tube

should be a multiple of the layer thickness. It is a sufficient

condition for the ordered multiwalled coaxial nanotube

formation. Consequently, we have

s0 ¼ sm0; p0 ¼ pm0; sm ¼ sðm0 þmÞ; pm ¼ pðm0 þmÞ:

ð14Þ

From equations (5), (6), (13) and (14) it follows that

sin "cm ¼
sa sin �

2�d
¼ sin "c;

sinð� � "cmÞ ¼
pb sin �

2�d
¼ sinð� � "cÞ;

cos "cm ¼
pb� sa cos �

2�d
¼ cos "c;

cosð� � "cmÞ ¼
pb cos � � sa

2�d
¼ cosð� � "cÞ: ð15Þ

The presented expressions show that the ordered coaxial

nanotube should be monochiral. The achieved expressions

allow us to use (2) for defining the atomic coordinates of the

ordered multiwalled coaxial nanotube:

�mj ¼ �m þ zj

’mnvj ¼
1
�m
ðanþ xjÞ cosð� � "cÞ þ ðbvþ yjÞ cos "c

� �
þ "m

zmnvj ¼ ðanþ xjÞ sinð� � "cÞ � ðbvþ yjÞ sin "c þ�zm:

8<
:

As was mentioned, the ordered coaxial nanotube could be

formed only if a, b and d parameters of the bulk analogue

satisfy equation (10). Put another way, the magnitude of a

certain lattice vector must be equal to the length of the ‘unit’

circle. Let us call this vector or the pair of its components (s, p)

a generator of a cylindrical lattice. From equation (15) it

follows that the components of the generator are

s ¼
2�d

a sin �
sin "c; p ¼

2�d

b sin �
sinð� � "cÞ: ð16Þ

The components being structural constants (because they are

expressed in terms of the structural constants) characterize the

ability of the planar layer to form a regular cylindrical lattice.

It is easy to show that the chiral vectors of the multiple coaxial

cylindrical lattice are divisible by the generator of this

lattice: rm
sp = � ðs0 þ smÞ a + ðp0 þ pmÞ b = � ðm0 þmÞ sa

+ ðm0 þmÞ pb = ðm0 þmÞ rsp.
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Figure 5
Multiple achiral coaxial lattices. (a) Orthogonal (m0 = 3), top view. (b)
Azimuthally monoclinic (m0 = 3, �b = b/3), top view. (c) Orthogonal (m0

= 2), side view. (d) Longitudinally monoclinic (m0 = 2, �a = a/3), side
view.



As was mentioned earlier (Whittaker, 1954), the formation

of an achiral coaxial chrysotile nanotube requires an integer

value of p = 2�d/b, which is the particular case with s = 0.

Consequently, rp ¼ pb is the generator of an achiral coaxial

lattice with integer p.

The generator (or its components) is a combination of

structural constants of the nanotube layers, which unambigu-

ously define their chiral angles. Consequently, each variety of

an ordered monochiral nanotube being monochiral has its

own ‘special’ chiral angle. For example, the issue of the

‘special’ chiral angles in coaxial close-packed carbon nano-

tubes was studied in Bernaerts et al. (1998). After taking into

account possible deviations of the tube’s structure from the

ordered coaxial or orthogonal scroll structures, it was possible

to consider that chiral angles of a certain variety of the tube

will group near a ‘special’ value.

Circumferential and longitudinal shifts, which are accord-

ingly characterized by linear (�zm) and angular ("m =

��m/�m) parameters, determine the polytypes of coaxial

nanotubes. The most prominent ones are monoclinic poly-

types with "m = m��/�m (Fig. 5b) and �zm = m�z (Fig. 5d).

�z and �� could be written in terms of �a and �b, which

define a shift of one layer relative to another along the

corresponding basis vectors (Figs. 5b and 5d):

�� ¼ �a cosð� � "cÞ þ�b cos "c;

�z ¼ �a sinð� � "cÞ ��b sin "c:

It is evident that the interlayer shifts are determined only

within a magnitude of the lattice basis vector.

3. Structure of scroll nanotubes

The presented method for describing the structure of scroll

nanotubes is based on the Archimedean spiral. It is known

that the distance between successive turns of the Archime-

dean spiral, in contrast to the involute of the circle having a

constant separation distance, depends on the radius. However,

this dependence plays a significant role only when the inner

radius is very small. The above-mentioned peculiarity and

simplicity of the Archimedean spiral’s analytic expression

allow us to choose this type of spiral for describing scroll

structures.

Cylindrical scroll nanotubes are close packed and mono-

chiral by definition. Therefore, the problems of radial packing

and allowed chiral angles of the layers in the scroll tubes, in

contrast to the coaxial case, do not arise. Consequently, the

term ‘ordered scroll nanotube’ rather means the character of

the interlayer shift in a multiwalled scroll lattice, which is also

treated here using developments of the layers. The interlayer

shift depends on the inner radius of the tube �0 and chiral

angle "c. A change of "c leads to rotation of the layers and

mainly to the relative shift of the turns in the longitudinal

direction of the tube, whereas �0 deviations produce the

relative shift of the turns in the circumferential (azimuthal)

direction. Therefore, nanotubes with these relative shifts of

the layers form the polytypic modifications of the scroll tubes,

namely the longitudinal and azimuthal modifications. Mono-

clinic polytypic modifications are treated as deviations from

orthogonal structure in which each full turn contains the

integer number of the unit cells.

3.1. Flat spiral

The formula that describes the Archimedean spiral with the

inner radius �0 and pitch d has the form

� ¼ �0 þ ��; � ¼
d

2�
; ð17Þ

where � and � are polar coordinates. The handedness of the

flat spiral is determined by the algebraic sign of the � para-

meter (� > 0 for the right-handed spiral, � < 0 for the left-

handed spiral). Let us express the length of the spiral �(�)

[equation (17)] in terms of a polar angle:

d� ¼ �d�;

d� ¼ ðd�2
þ �2d�2

Þ
1=2
¼ ½�2

þ ð�0 þ ��Þ
2
�
1=2d�;

�ð�Þ ¼
R�
0

½�2 þ ð�0 þ ��Þ
2
�
1=2d�

¼
�0 þ ��

2�
½�2
þ ð�0 þ ��Þ

2
�
1=2
�
�0

2�
ð�2
þ �2

0Þ
1=2

þ
�

2
ln
�0 þ ��þ ½�

2 þ ð�0 þ ��Þ
2
�
1=2

�0 þ ð�
2 þ �2

0Þ
1=2

: ð18Þ

Usually, in real tubes �0 and � are relatively large values. This

factor allows us to neglect the logarithmic member and the �2

term under the radical. The proposed approximation and

relation (17) lead to the basic relations that govern the further

development of the explicit formulas for describing scroll

nanotube structure:

�ð�Þ ¼ �0�þ
��2

2

�ð�Þ ¼
�2��2

0

2� ;

(
�ð�Þ ¼ 1

� ð�
2
0 þ 2��Þ1=2

�
�0

�

�ð�Þ ¼ ð�2
0 þ 2��Þ1=2:

�
ð19Þ

This approximation is relatively good, except for the case

when �0 is small. The neglected logarithmic term is only a

small (hundredths of one per cent) fraction of the algebraic

one. It seems that small values of �0 will lead to increasing

flexure and thus strains in the layer. Therefore the existence of

a small inner radius has low probability and the proposed

approximation will cover the most practical cases.

Let us divide the spiral [equation (17)] into the turns. The

length �m along the spiral to the beginning of the mth turn

could be deduced from equation (19):

�m ¼ 2�m! �m ¼ 2��0mþ �m2d: ð20Þ

The radius of the turn at its initial (reference) point is

�m ¼ �0 þ ��m ¼ �0 þmd;

which is similar to equation (5). It is easy to introduce an

azimuthal variable ’ that begins from zero at each turn by

using expression (19):
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�ð’Þ ¼ �0 þ �ð�m þ ’Þ ¼ �0 þmdþ �’ ¼ �m þ �’

! ’ ¼
1

�
ð�� �mÞ: ð21Þ

The length of the spiral’s mth turn is

Lm ¼ �mþ1 � �m ¼ 2��0 þ 2�mdþ �d ¼ 2��m þ �d; ð22Þ

and the difference between the two adjacent turns

�Lm ¼ Lmþ1 � Lm ¼ 2�d: ð23Þ

It is clearly seen that, when passing from one layer to another,

the length of the turn changes by the same amount as in a

coaxial tube. Comprehensive mathematical analysis shows

that, after taking into account the logarithmic term in equation

(18), the difference [equation (23)] does not become a

constant, but it tends to 2�d if �0 is relatively large. This result,

which was also achieved in DeVouard & Baronnet (1995),

essentially simplifies derivations of the structural formulas and

allows us to perform comparative studies of coaxial and scroll

structures.

The length of the spiral’s arc as a function of an angle ’ can

be deduced from equations (19) and (20):

�ð�m þ ’Þ � �m ¼
�ð2�mþ ’Þ2

2
� �dm2 ¼ �m’þ

�’2

2
: ð24Þ

3.2. Single-walled cylindrical scroll nanotube

The formation of a single-walled cylindrical scroll nanotube

could be treated in a similar way to the coaxial nanotube. Fig.

6(a) represents the scroll nanotube turn. The plane unrolled

lattice of this turn, which can be described by the vector

rnv ¼ naþ vb, is represented in Fig. 6(b). From Figs. 6(a) and

6(b) it is seen that by rolling of the layer around the z axis,

which is perpendicular to any lattice vector r0
sp ¼ �s0aþ p0b,

the scroll orthogonal nanotube could be formed. According to

this procedure the ends of the segment r0
sp lie on the same

radial line in the cylindrical system {�, ’, z}, and the distance

between these two points is equal to d. Meanwhile, the

segment r0
sp transforms into the spiral with length governed by

formula (22) at m = 0:

r0
sp ¼ ½ðs0aÞ2 � 2s0p0ab cos � þ ðp0bÞ2�1=2

¼ L0 ¼ 2��0 þ �d:

Consequently, in the case of the scroll structure we can also

use the concepts of the chiral vector r0
sp and chiral indexes (s0,

p0). The upper signs in the presented expressions are attrib-

uted to the left-handed scroll nanotube, and the lower signs to

the right-handed nanotube.

Let us deduce the atomic coordinates of the single-walled

scroll nanotube by transfer of the planar layer onto a scroll

turn with inner radius �0. As was mentioned, it can be done by

equating �nvj from equation (1) to the length of the flat spiral

turn [equation (24)] at m = 0:

�0’þ
�’2

2
¼ �nvj ! ’nvj ¼

1

�

��
�2

0 þ 2�½ðanþ xjÞ cosð� � "cÞ

þ ðbvþ yjÞ cos "c�
�1=2
� �0

�
:

We plug the achieved expression into equation (17), perform a

change of the variable �! ’ and add the radial coordinate of

the atom zj; as a result, we get

�nvj ¼ �0 þ �’nvj þ zj

¼ �2
0 þ 2�½ðanþ xjÞ cosð� � "cÞ þ ðbvþ yjÞ cos "c�

� �1=2

þ zj:

Consequently, the atomic coordinates are

�nvj ¼
�
�2

0 þ 2�½ðanþ xjÞ cosð� � "cÞ

þðbvþ yjÞ cos "c�
�1=2
þ zj

’nvj ¼
1
�

	
f�0

2 þ 2�½ðanþ xjÞ cosð� � "cÞ

þðbvþ yjÞ cos "c�g
1=2
� �0



znvj ¼ ðanþ xjÞ sinð� � "cÞ � ðbvþ yjÞ sin "c;

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð25Þ

where the trigonometric functions can be expressed in terms

of the chiral indexes using equation (3). After that, expression

(25) will transform into

�nvj ¼
�
�2

0 þ
2�
r0

sp
½ðanþ xjÞðp0b cos � � s0aÞ

þðbvþ yjÞðp0b� s0a cos �Þ�
�1=2
þ zj

’nvj ¼
1
�

	
f�0

2 þ 2�
r0

sp
½ðanþ xjÞðp0b cos � � s0aÞ

þðbvþ yjÞðp0b� s0a cos �Þ�g1=2
� �0



znvj ¼

sin �
r0

sp
½ðanþ xjÞp0b� ðbvþ yjÞs0a�:

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

3.3. Orthogonal multiwalled cylindrical scroll nanotube

The development of the multiwalled scroll nanotube with

the border regions of its turns and corresponding chiral
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Figure 7
The development of the right-handed orthogonal scroll nanotube.

Figure 6
(a) Single-walled right-handed scroll nanotube and (b) the development
of its lattice.



vectors rm
sp is represented in Fig. 7. It is evident that the borders

of the turns can be chosen arbitrarily to some extent. But we

suppose that it is more convenient to hold the lines that go

parallel to a through �m points as the borders of the turn.

Let us study the chiral vectors of a multiwalled scroll

nanotube belonging to an orthogonal polytypic modification.

According to the definition, the dimensions of the turns are

determined by the integer numbers of the unit cells pm and sm.

These parameters are counted in the directions parallel to the

lattice basis vectors. According to equations (22) and (23) the

magnitude of the chiral vector that corresponds to the mth

turn can be expressed as

rm
sp ¼ Lm ¼ r0

sp þmrsp ¼ 2��0 þ �dþ 2�dm;

r0
sp ¼ 2��0 þ �d; rsp ¼ 2�d: ð26Þ

Chiral vectors of the different turns are parallel to each other

and, therefore, one can write the vector equality:

rm
sp ¼ �smaþ pmb ¼ r0

sp þmrsp; r0
sp ¼ �s0aþ p0b; ð27Þ

where rsp is the vector with the magnitude

rsp ¼ ½ðsaÞ2 � 2spab cos � þ ðpbÞ2�1=2
¼ 2�d:

The vector rsp is also parallel to the chiral vectors. From

equation (27) it also follows that vectors rm
sp, r0

sp and rsp =

�saþ pb are the lattice vectors of the planar layer, and the

chiral indexes in the scroll nanotube are similar to the coaxial

ones:

sm ¼ s0 þ sm; pm ¼ p0 þ pm;

with integer s and p. In this case we also get a generator

[equation (10)] with integer components [equation (16)] as in

coaxial tubes. The achieved result shows that it is necessary to

have integer components of the generator for orthogonal

scroll lattice formation.

As in coaxial tubes, the parallelism of the chiral vectors in

the scroll structures leads to the expression

s0 ¼ s
�0

d
þ

1

2

� �
; p0 ¼ p

�0

d
þ

1

2

� �
: ð28Þ

The integral property of s0 and p0 for any s and p holds only if

�0

d
þ

1

2
¼ m0 ! �0 ¼ m0 �

1

2

� �
d; ð29Þ

where m0 is an integer. Consequently, the integral property is

fulfilled in the case of a semi-multiple lattice, in which the

inner radius is equal to the half-integer value of the d para-

meter. In the particular case of even s and p, the integral

property of s0 and p0 holds (similar to coaxial tubes) if the

cylindrical lattice is multiple [equation (13)].

The chiral indexes for both cases can be expressed as

sm ¼ sðm0 þmÞ; pm ¼ pðm0 þmÞ;

and the magnitude of the chiral vector is

rm
sp ¼ 2��0 þ �dþ 2�dm ¼ ðm0 þmÞrsp: ð30Þ

In cylindrical scroll tubes, chiral vectors are also divisible by a

generator of this lattice. The sufficient condition for ortho-

gonal scroll lattice formation for any s and p is the semi-

multiple inner radius, while for the particular case of even s

and p, it is the multiple inner radius.

It should be noticed that orthogonal scroll lattices have a

radial direction in which lattice nodes of the adjacent layers lie

along a straight line. When constructing the structure of an

orthogonal scroll nanotube, such a direction is usually defined

by the first node. In some cases such a direction might be

defined by another (not a first) node. This peculiarity

addresses the issue of the equivalent scroll lattices. Figs. 8(a)

and 8(b) represent examples of the plane orthogonal scroll

lattices with p = 5 and m0 = 3. The coordinates of the nodes of

such lattices can be deduced from equation (25) at n = "c = xj =

yj = zj = 0, � = 90�, �0 ! �m. At first glance, the lattice (a)

appears to differ from (b). However, the second lattice is

achieved from the first one by vanishing of the two initial

nodes (the reference position of the line, on which the nodes

of the adjacent layers lie, is marked by the dashed line).

Consequently, two scroll lattices are equivalent if they can be

treated as part of a certain scroll lattice. This allows us to apply

the results achieved for the orthogonal scroll lattice to any

equivalent lattice after appropriate transformation of the node

indexes.

Transfer of the bulk analogue structure onto the scroll

lattice requires coordinates of the initial nodes (n = 0, v = 0) on

each turn. Fig. 9 reveals the border regions of the turns’

developments with the m and (m + 1) index numbers of the
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Figure 8
Examples of equivalent orthogonal scroll lattices. (a) Scroll lattice with
the multiple inner radius. (b) Similar lattice in which the first two nodes
are removed.

Figure 9
The determination of the initial node coordinates of the turn that
corresponds to the right-handed scroll nanotube.



same tube. The initial node of the mth turn is represented

by the red point. From Fig. 9 and expression (19) it follows

that

z0m ¼ �Pmb sin "c; �0m ¼ Pmb cos "c ! �0m ¼ ð�
2
0 þ 2��0mÞ

1=2;

where

Pm ¼
Xm�1

m0¼0

pm0 ¼ p m0 þ
m� 1

2

� �
m: ð31Þ

Thus, the cylindrical atomic coordinates of the orthogonal

scroll nanotube can be achieved from equation (25). The ’
and � coordinates require usage of equation (21) and changing

of the variable �0 ! �0m, while the z coordinate requires

only addition of z0m to its initial value. After that, one can

achieve

�mnvj ¼
�
�2

0m þ 2�½ðanþ xjÞ cosð� � "cÞ

þðbvþ yjÞ cos "c�
�1=2
þ zj

’mnvj ¼
1
�

	
f�2

0m þ 2�½ðanþ xjÞ cosð� � "cÞ

þðbvþ yjÞ cos "c�g
1=2
� �m



zmnvj ¼ z0m þ ðanþ xjÞ sinð� � "cÞ � ðbvþ yjÞ sin "c:

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð32Þ

The range of the v index is governed by the second chirality

index of the layer: v = 0, . . . , (pm� 1). The atomic coordinates

with the chiral indexes [equation (15)] can be deduced from

equation (32):

�mnvj ¼
�
�2

0m þ
1

2�2 ½ðanþ xjÞðpb cos � � saÞ

þðbvþ yjÞðpb� sa cos �Þ�
�1=2
þ zj

’mnvj ¼
1
�

	
f�2

0m þ
1

2�2 ½ðanþ xjÞðpb cos � � saÞ

þðbvþ yjÞðpb� sa cos �Þ�g1=2
� �m



zmnvj ¼ z0m þ

sin �
2�d ½pbðanþ xjÞ � saðbvþ yjÞ�:

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð33Þ

3.4. Azimuthally monoclinic scroll nanotube

The deviation of the chiral angle or inner radius from the

conditions (16) and (28) will lead to structural changes of the

initial orthogonal nanotube. In such cases an ordered scroll

nanotube of longitudinally monoclinic (if the chiral angle

changes) or azimuthally monoclinic (if the inner radius

changes) polytypic modification is formed. This section

describes the structure of an azimuthally monoclinic scroll

nanotube and conditions of its formation.

From equation (20) it follows that a change of the inner

radius ��0 causes a change of the length along the flat spiral

from its initial point to the starting point of the mth turn:

�0m ¼ 2�ð�0 þ��0Þmþ �m2d ¼ �m þ 2���0m; ð34Þ

where �0 is the inner radius of the unchanged spiral or

orthogonal scroll tube. Fig. 10 represents the planar layer of

the lattice that is similar to Fig. 7. Heavy red lines represent

the unchanged turn borders, while black lines show changed

ones. Heavy arrows represent chiral vectors r0msp of the changed

lattice. According to expressions (22) and (24) the lengths of

the changed turns are

L0m ¼ �
0
mþ1 � �

0
m ¼ �mþ1 þ 2���0ðmþ 1Þ � �m � 2���0m

¼ Lm þ 2���0:

In accordance with equation (23), the differences between the

adjacent turns are

�L0m ¼ L0mþ1 � L0m ¼ Lmþ1 þ 2���0 � Lm � 2���0

¼ �Lm ¼ 2�d;

(i.e. have the same value). The achieved result and equation

(30) allow us to present the magnitude of the chiral vector of

the mth turn in a similar way to equation (26):

r0msp ¼ L00 þ 2�dm ¼ L0 þ 2���0 þ 2�dm

¼ 2��0 þ �dþ 2�dmþ 2���0:

The chiral vector with the unchanged generator (s, p) can also

be presented in a similar way to equation (9). It should be

noticed that in this case the chiral vector is not a vector of the

plane lattice.

For a semi-multiple initial orthogonal lattice, it is easy to

achieve expressions analogous to equation (28) by using the

chiral vectors’ parallelism property:

s00 ¼ s
�00 þ d=2

d
¼ s

�0 þ d=2

d
þ s

��0

d
¼ sðm0 þ tÞ;

p00 ¼ p
�00 þ d=2

d
¼ pðm0 þ tÞ;

where �00 ¼ �0 þ��0, and parameter t = ��0/d has ranges 0 <

t < 1. If t = 0 (��0 = 0) or t = 1 (��0 = d) we will get an

orthogonal tube, which is equivalent to the initial one.

Consequently, the chiral indexes ðs0m; p0mÞ of the azimuthally

monoclinic nanotube turns are

s0m ¼ sðm0 þmþ tÞ; p0m ¼ pðm0 þmþ tÞ:

Because of the smallness of the t parameter, the v index, which

determines the nodes in the direction parallel to b, has

unchanged ranges: v = 0, . . . ,[p(m0 + m) � 1]. In the general

case, the inner radius of the azimuthally monoclinic scroll

nanotube is not a multiple of the layer thickness or its half, and

the chiral indexes ðs0m; p0mÞ of the turns are not integers.

Determination of the atomic coordinates of an azimuthally

monoclinic scroll nanotube requires coordinates of the initial

nodes (n = 0, v = 0; marked by red points in Fig. 10) belonging
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Figure 10
The development of an azimuthally monoclinic lattice that belongs to a
right-handed scroll nanotube.



to lattice turns. From Fig. 10 it is clearly seen that, in the

present case, in contrast to an orthogonal tube, the initial node

of each turn (apart from zero turn) is shifted relative to the

border of the turn. The positions of these nodes are governed

by the integer number of b parameters [equation (31)] in the

direction parallel to b (Fig. 10). Consequently, the atomic

coordinates of the initial nodes of the mth turn (Fig. 10) are

z0m ¼ � Pmb sin "c;

�0m ¼Pmb cos "c ! �0m ¼ ½ð�0 þ��0Þ
2
þ 2��0m�

1=2; ð35Þ

where equation (19) is also used. By using the achieved results

and equations (1), (19) and (21), it is possible to determine the

cylindrical atomic coordinates of the mth turn:

�mnvj ¼
�
�2

0m þ 2�½ðanþ xjÞ cosð� � "cÞ

þðbvþ yjÞ cos "c�
�1=2
þ zj

’mnvj ¼
1
�

	
f�2

0m þ 2�½ðanþ xjÞ cosð� � "cÞ

þðbvþ yjÞ cos "c�g
1=2
� �0m



zmnvj ¼ z0m þ ðanþ xjÞ sinð� � "cÞ � ðbvþ yjÞ sin "c;

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

where �0m ¼ �
0
0 þmd ¼ �0 þ��0 þmd is the changed initial

radii of the flat spiral turns. After expansion of the trigono-

metric functions in terms of the chiral indexes using equation

(15), we will get

�mnvj ¼
�
�2

0m þ
1

2�2 ½ðanþ xjÞðpb cos � � saÞ

þðbvþ yjÞðpb� sa cos �Þ�
�1=2
þ zj

’mnvj ¼
1
�

	
f�2

0m þ
1

2�2 ½ðanþ xjÞðpb cos � � saÞ

þðbvþ yjÞðpb� sa cos �Þ�g1=2
� �0m



zmnvj ¼ z0m þ

sin �
2�d ½pbðanþ xjÞ � saðbvþ yjÞ�:

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

The difference between z coordinates of the initial nodes

belonging to adjacent turns can be deduced from equation

(35) after taking into account (16):

z0;mþ1 � z0m ¼ �ðPmþ1 � PmÞb sin "c ¼ �pbðm0 þmÞ sin "c

¼ �sðm0 þmÞa sinð� � "cÞ: ð36Þ

The value a sinð� � "cÞ is equal to the projection of the a

parameter on the axis of the tube and, therefore, the differ-

ence [equation (36)] corresponds to the relative shift of the

adjacent layers to the integer numbers of a in the a direction.

Consequently, the character of the relative positions of the

turns in the longitudinal direction is equivalent to the ortho-

gonal lattice. Relative positions of the turns in the circum-

ferential direction can be deduced from the difference

between the initial nodes’ � coordinate (�0m) determined by

equation (35), and the mth turn starting point � coordinate

that is governed by

�00m ¼ P0mb cos "c; P0m ¼
Xm�1

m¼0

p0m ¼ p m0 þ t þ
m� 1

2

� �
m:

When

�00m � �0m ¼ P0mb cos "c � Pmb cos "c ¼ bp
��0

d
m cos "c;

that is similar to the azimuthally monoclinic polytype of the

ordered coaxial lattice. Here the value pb(��0/d)cos "c has the

same meaning as the �� parameter in coaxial tubes. Figs. 11(a)

and 11(b) represent the comparative pictures of the ortho-

gonal and azimuthally monoclinic polytypic modifications of

the scroll achiral nanotube.

3.5. Longitudinally monoclinic scroll nanotube

Let us examine the shift of scroll nanotube turns at a change

of chiral angle. For this purpose, we will consider the long-

itudinally monoclinic scroll nanotube, which is based on the

orthogonal tube from x3.3. The chiral angle "c and initial

radius of the orthogonal tube �0 correspond to the generator

with integer parameters (s, p). If deviation �" of the chiral

angle occurs, then the changed chiral angle is equal to "0c = "c +

�". Such a procedure corresponds to rotation of a primary

orthogonal lattice on the surface of the scroll relative to the

initial point of its lattice. The magnitudes of chiral vectors are

governed by the same [equation (30)] expression because

parameters of the scroll surface do not change, although in this

case chiral vectors of the scroll are not lattice vectors because

the layer is rotated on the angle �". Fig. 12 shows develop-
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Figure 11
Achiral scroll lattices. (a) Orthogonal (m0 = 3), top view. (b) Azimuthally
monoclinic (m0 = 3, �� = b/3), top view. (c) Orthogonal (m0 = 2, �" = 0�),
side view. (d) Longitudinally monoclinic (chiral, m0 = 2, �" = 1�), side
view.

Figure 12
The developments of longitudinally monoclinic and orthogonal lattices of
a right-handed scroll nanotube.



ments of layers that correspond to orthogonal (yellow lines)

and longitudinally monoclinic (red lines) right-handed scroll

lattices. The layer of monoclinic lattices is rotated on the angle

�" relative to the orthogonal one. The borders of the turns are

represented on the same figure by dashed lines (orthogonal

polytype) and solid lines (longitudinally monoclinic polytype)

converging at �m points; the chiral vectors of the orthogonal

lattice are represented by arrows. Here transformation (1) has

the form

�0nvj ¼ ðanþ xjÞ cosð� � "0cÞ þ ðbvþ yjÞ cos "0c
z0nvj ¼ ðanþ xjÞ sinð� � "0cÞ � ðbvþ yjÞ sin "0c:

�
ð37Þ

Let us deduce the chiral indexes of the turn that belongs to a

longitudinal monoclinic scroll lattice. Fig. 13(a) shows the

lattice of the turn with initial node (n = 0, v = 0) represented by

the red point. Chiral triangles governed by the vector equal-

ities rm
sp ¼ �smaþ pmb and r0msp ¼ �s0maþ p0mb, which corre-

spond to the mth turn of orthogonal (yellow lines) and

longitudinally monoclinic (black lines) lattices, are also

represented in Fig. 13(a). In our analysis we consider that all

nodes corresponding to the turn of the initial orthogonal

lattice belong to the turn of the longitudinally monoclinic

lattice after rotation. Chirality indexes ðs0m; p0mÞ of the mth turn

that corresponds to the longitudinally monoclinic lattice can

be expressed as

s0m ¼ sm þ�sm; p0m ¼ pm þ�pm;

where (sm, pm) are chiral indexes of the orthogonal lattice’s

mth turn. From the equality of the chiral vector magnitudes

and the sine law applied to chiral triangles (rm
sp ¼ �smaþ pmb

and r0msp ¼ �s0maþ p0mb), we get

sma

sin "c

¼
rm

sp

sin �
¼

pmb

sinð� � "cÞ
;

s0ma

sin "0c
¼

rm
sp

sin �
¼

p0mb

sinð� � "0cÞ
:

Therefore,

sma

sin "c

¼
s0ma

sin "0c
! �sm ¼ sm

sin "0c
sin "c

� 1

� �
; s0m ¼ sm

sin "0c
sin "c

;

and

pmb

sinð� � "cÞ
¼

p0mb

sinð� � "0cÞ
! �pm ¼ pm

sinð� � "0cÞ

sinð� � "cÞ
� 1

 �
;

p0m ¼ pm

sinð� � "0cÞ

sinð� � "cÞ
:

The transfer of the planar layer onto the mth turn of the

longitudinally monoclinic scroll nanotube requires, as in

previous cases, the coordinates of initial nodes (n = 0, v = 0)

belonging to lattice turns. Fig. 13(b) shows initial nodes of the

orthogonal (yellow point) and longitudinally monoclinic (red

point) scroll lattices having ð�0m; z0mÞ and ð�00m; z00mÞ coordi-

nates. From x3.3 it follows that the magnitudes of corre-

sponding lattice vectors are

r00m ¼ r0m ¼
�0m

cos "c

¼ Pmb:

Consequently, from Fig. 13(b) and equation (19) it follows

that

z00m ¼ �Pmb sin "0c; �
0
0m ¼ Pmb cos "0c; �

0
0m ¼ ð�

2
0 þ 2��00mÞ

1=2:

Cylindrical coordinates of the atoms of a longitudinally

monoclinic scroll nanotube could be deduced from equations

(19), (21) and (37):

�mnvj ¼
�
�020m þ 2�½ðanþ xjÞ cosð� � "0cÞ

þðbvþ yjÞ cos "0c�
�1=2
þ zj

’mnvj ¼
1
�

	
f�020m þ 2�½ðanþ xjÞ cosð� � "0cÞ

þðbvþ yjÞ cos "0c�g
1=2
� �m



zmnvj ¼ z00m þ ðanþ xjÞ sinð� � "0cÞ � ðbvþ yjÞ sin "0c:

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

It is easy to express trigonometric functions in terms of chiral

indexes by using expression (15):
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Figure 13
(a) The relative positions of the mth turn’s developments of orthogonal
and longitudinally monoclinic scroll nanotubes. (b) The determination of
the first node position of the longitudinally monoclinic nanotube’s turn.



sin "0c ¼ sinð"c þ�"Þ ¼ sin "c cos �"þ cos "c sin �"

¼
sa sin �

2�d
cos �"þ

pb� sa cos �

2�d
sin �"

¼
�s1

sp

2�d
;

sinð� � "0cÞ ¼ sinð� � "c ��"Þ

¼ sinð� � "cÞ cos �"� cosð� � "cÞ sin �"

¼
pb sin �

2�d
cos �"�

pb cos � � sa

2�d
sin �"

¼
�s2

sp

2�d
;

cos "0c ¼ cosð"c þ�"Þ ¼ cos "c cos �"� sin "c sin �"

¼
pb� sa cos �

2�d
cos �"�

sa sin �

2�d
sin �"

¼
�c1

sp

2�d
;

cosð� � "0cÞ ¼ cosð� � "c ��"Þ

¼ cosð� � "cÞ cos �"� sinð� � "cÞ sin �"

¼
pb cos � � sa

2�d
cos �"�

pb sin �

2�d
sin �"

¼
�c2

sp

2�d
;

where �s1
sp = pb sin �" + sa sinð� ��"Þ, �s2

sp = pb sinð� ��"Þ
� sa sin �", �c1

sp = pb cos �" � sa cosð� ��"Þ, �c2
sp =

pb cosð� ��"Þ � sa cos �". Atomic coordinates with chiral

indexes can be expressed in the form:

�mnvj ¼
�
�020m þ

1
2�2 ½ðanþ xjÞ�

c2
sp þ ðbvþ yjÞ�

c1
sp�
�1=2
þ zj

’mnvj ¼
1
�

	
f�020m þ

1
2�2 ½ðanþ xjÞ�

c2
sp

þðbvþ yjÞ�
c1
sp�g

1=2
� �m



zmnvj ¼ z00m þ

1
2�d ½ðanþ xjÞ�

s2
sp � ðbvþ yjÞ�

s1
sp�;

8>>><
>>>:

where

z00m ¼ �
Pmb

2�d
�s1

sp; �00m ¼
Pmb

2�d
�c1

sp;

�00m ¼ �2
0 þ 2�

Pmb

2�d
�c1

sp

� �1=2

: ð38Þ

Expression (38) allows us to deduce a relative position of

turns. In the longitudinal direction the shift could be expressed

as

z00;mþ1 � z00m ¼ �ðPmþ1 � PmÞ
b�s1

sp

2�d
¼ �

pb�s1
sp

2�d
ðm0 þmÞ:

It means that, in general, the relative shift of the adjacent

layers is not equal to the integer number of a, as it was in the

azimuthally monoclinic polytype. In the circumferential

direction the relative shift is

�00;mþ1 � �
0
0m ¼ ðPmþ1 � PmÞ

b�c1
sp

2�d
¼

pb�c1
sp

2�d
ðm0 þmÞ:

The deduced relative shift is similar to the azimuthally

monoclinic case. Consequently, the interlayer shift has a

monoclinic character in both directions in the longitudinally

monoclinic scroll nanotube. In the case of a small chiral angle,

the angular displacement will produce a quite considerable

longitudinal shift, while a circumferential shift will be near

zero (Figs. 11c and 11d). Substantial similarity of the interlayer

shifts presented in Figs. 5(c), 5(d) and Figs. 11(c), 11(d) should

also be noted.

4. Conclusions

Studies of ordered nanotube structure and conditions of their

formation have led to different conclusions with regard to

coaxial and cylindrical scroll lattices.

It is known from several works (Hamada et al., 1992; Zhang

et al., 1993; Bernaerts et al., 1998; Saito et al., 1998; Amelinckx

et al., 1999; Qin, 2006; Nasyrov et al., 2010) that chiral indexes

having integer values promote continuity of a cylindrical

lattice on each layer. The existence of the lattice vector

(generator of the cylindrical lattice) with a magnitude that is

equal to the circumference of the ‘unit’ circle governs the

possibility of close-packed structure formation. Close-packed

nanotubes are monochiral and have chiral vectors that are a

multiple of the generator. In the presented work it was shown

that the radii of the layers belonging to the close-packed

coaxial nanotube are a multiple of the layer thickness. The

deviation from monochirality or multipleness of the layers

should be treated as a defect. The interlayer shift, that governs

the polytypic modifications, might have an ordered or random

character.

Cylindrical scroll nanotubes are close packed and mono-

chiral by definition. The inner radius and chiral angle unam-

biguously define the structure of a nanotube and exclude the

possibility of interlayer parameters being random. Deviations

of a chiral angle (defined by the generator) or an inner radius

from the multiple or semi-multiple values lead to the creation

of the longitudinal or azimuthal polytypic modifications of

scroll nanotubes. Therefore, in contrast to coaxial tubes, such

deviation could not be treated as a structure defect. According

to our research, any scroll lattice is ordered, while the exis-

tence of an integer generator governs only the possibility of

orthogonal polytype formation.

The formation of an ordered coaxial nanotube requires an

integral generator and, therefore, such a condition can be used

as a criterion for the study of layered compounds, which can

(geometrically) form these tubular structures. Scroll structures

do not have the restrictions mentioned above.

APPENDIX A
List of the main parameters used in this article

a, lattice basis vector of the nanotube layer that has a direction

closest to its axis.

b, lattice basis vector of the nanotube layer that has a direction

closest to its cross-sectional plane.

�, angle between lattice basis vectors a and b.

d, thickness of the nanotube layer.

research papers
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�a, parameter that defines a shift of one layer relative to

another along the vector a.

�b, parameter that defines a shift of one layer relative to

another along the vector b.

n, index number of the nodal turn (or nodal circle) of the

nanotube layer: n = 0; 1; 2; 3; . . . N � 1, N, number of lattice

rows along the nanotube axis.

m, index number of the nanotube layer: m = 0; 1; 2; 3 . . . M� 1,

M, number of layers in the nanotube.

m0, multiplicity factor of the inner radius: m0 = 0; 1; 2; 3 . . . .

v, index number of the node on the nodal turn (or nodal circle)

of the nanotube: v = 0; 1; 2; 3; . . . pm � 1.

j, index number of the atom in the unit cell.

xj, coordinate of the jth atom in the unit cell determined along

a.

yj, coordinate of the jth atom in the unit cell determined along

b.

zj, coordinate of the jth atom in the unit cell determined along

the normal to the nanotube surface (out-of-plane).

�m, radii of the mth layer of the nanotube or radii of the

beginning point of its mth turn.

�mj, the distance of the jth atom in the unit cell on the mth

layer from the nanotube axis.

�0, inner radius of the nanotube.

’mnvj, azimuthal coordinate of the jth atom in the vth unit cell

on the nth turn (or nodal circle) standing on the mth layer of

the nanotube (cylindrical coordinate of the jth atom in the

circumferential direction).

�, azimuthal variable of the Archimedean spiral, ’ is the same

variable within a single turn.

{�, ’, z}, cylindrical system in which the z axis coincides with

the nanotube axis.

{a, b}, oblique coordinate system.

{�, z}, rectangular coordinate system.

"m, circumferential shift of the mth layer relative to the

common reference point.

"c, chiral angle of the nanotube.

sm, the number of lattice nodes that determine the pitch of the

screw along nodal row with v = const on the mth layer of the

nanotube (chiral index of the nanotube’s mth layer).

pm, the number of lattice nodes on the turn (or circle) on the

mth layer of the nanotube (the second chiral index); Pm, the

total number of lattice nodes on the m turns.

s0m, first chiral index of the monoclinic scroll nanotube’s mth

layer.

p0m, second chiral index of the monoclinic scroll nanotube’s

mth layer.

"0c, chiral angle of the longitudinally monoclinic scroll nano-

tube; �", its deviation from the orthogonal case; �sm and

�pm, corresponding deviations of the chiral indexes.

��0, deviation of the inner radius of the azimuthally mono-

clinic scroll nanotube from the orthogonal case.

�z, longitudinal shift of the monoclinic nanotube.

�zm, longitudinal shift of the mth coaxial layer relative to the

common reference point.

��, circumferential shift of the monoclinic nanotube.

�m, length along the spiral to the beginning of the mth turn.

�0m, length along the spiral to the beginning of the mth turn of

azimuthally monoclinic scroll nanotubes.

rsp, generator of the cylindrical lattice, where s and p are its

components.

rj, vector that defines the position of the atom in the projection

of the unit cell on a plane.

rnv, the vector of the plane lattice.

rnvj, the vector that defines the position of the atom in the

structure of the planar layer.

rm
sp, the chiral vector of the nanotube’s mth layer.

Lm, the length of the circumference of the circle (plane spiral

turn) that corresponds to the mth layer (mth turn) in the cross-

sectional plane of the nanotube.

L0m, the length of the plane spiral that corresponds to the mth

turn in the cross-sectional plane of the azimuthally monoclinic

scroll nanotube.
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